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I was gratified once again when the JSE turned upward this month, precisely on the
day that ShareFinder had predicted it would and, as I had speculated it might, that
improvement was prompted by ratings agency Moodys deciding to hold our
sovereign debt rating as positive for investment.
Really I should not be favourably surprised. After all the software has proved itself to be 94 percent
accurate in its forecast accuracy over the past 17 years of observation so it should not surprise me at all.
That confirmation does, however, strengthen my faith in ShareFinder’s projections that most of the
world’s securities markets are about to go into a negative phase starting with China and then our own
JSE right after the results are known about the Parliamentary elections. And that view suggests a
strategy step which I have been personally implementing using the current up-surge to clean out a few
under-performers in portfolios in order to create a little cash ahead of the next market bottom which
ShareFinder predicts will occur on August 13.
ShareFinder’s projections are most accurate with regard to timing but less so with regard to the
magnitude of the projected move. Thus one might calculate from the display below of the JSE All Share
Index projection that a decline of around seven percent is probable. My experience, however, suggests
that a greater decline is likely, particularly bearing in mind the economic challenges South Africa is
currently facing.

We are, as one leading politician expressed to me recently, in a pre-revolutionary stage with a 30% plus
unemployment rate feeding a growing sense of desperation and, given the probability that the ANC will
be returned to power taking with it a list of corrupt and tainted leaders back to the new Parliament, there is
little hope that we will be able to deviate from the self-destructive economic path we have been on for
over a decade. In such circumstances, our last favourable ratings agency, Moodys, is likely to junk our
sovereign debt which will inevitably lead to massive capital flight, a drastically weakened currency and an
inability to raise further capital abroad.
Since the cost of the dole and the civil service wage bill is already greater than Government’s tax
revenue, an inability to source external funding is likely, in the event that the ANC moves on its threat to
nationalise the Reserve Bank, to lead to either massive inflation or a deeply disgruntled public once the
cash flow is restricted. The equally invidious alternative of having to go to the International Monetary Fund
for help is the equivalent of going into receivership; the economic equivalent of judicial management.
Our only hope of reversing this inevitability depends upon a relatively long-term exercise of converting

ourselves into an investor-friendly economy which might attract long-term foreign investors who might be
persuaded to set up shop here and establish businesses which might in turn create sustainable long-term
employment.
To do this would, however, require a massive effort starting with absolute guarantees that their
investments could never be confiscated in order to satisfy ideological promises like the mantra of
expropriation without compensation, the reversal of immigration quotas which currently make it nearly
impossible for industry and commerce to recruit abroad for skills which have attained great rarity given the
ANC’s early aberration of ending the apprenticeship training system.
It is a herculean task which, even the most optimistic patriot has to acknowledge, is unlikely to be
achieved given the current climate of rising xenophobia and racial tension fuelled by politicians who have
begun to employ the blame game as a vote-catcher.

Remarkably then, ShareFinder projects that the JSE will turn upwards in mid-August and will attain a new
peak by early December. Given the accommodative policies recently adopted by the US Federal
Reserve, the European Central Bank and China’s monetary authorities, I am forced to conclude that the
JSE recovery predicted by ShareFinder, assumingly that the programme is its usual accurate self in this
case, must very likely be the consequence of global monetary policy rather than anything that our
government is able to accomplish. If so, it is likely in such circumstances to be a short-lived phase if we
once again fail to recognise it for what it really is and accordingly assume that we can continue with our
self-destructive political policies.
In the light of these thoughts I thought it interesting to turn to ShareFinder’s projection for Asian markets
most accurately encapsulated by Hong Kong’s Hangsen Index which appears to have already peaked
with a projected decline until June 28 which might be the fore-runner of market activity worldwide:

ShareFinder calculates that London will follow South Africa down beginning its plunge on May 16 but,
unlike the other markets ShareFinder projects that it is likely to continue heading downwards well into
next year.

Wall Street has another nine weeks to go before it begins to head south and ShareFinder calculates
that it should begin recovering in mid-September:

In the light of all this market uncertainty, I am delighted to note that ShareFinder has been
positively revising its outlook with regard to JSE Blue Chips now sensing only a sideways
series of market tops followed by a brief decline in mid-July:

All of which brings me back to the view I offered at the beginning of this exercise, that if you
have been following this column faithfully and have effectively mirrored our Prospects
portfolio you should not have anything to do currently. Otherwise you should use the next few
weeks to get rid of any underperformers so as to be able to top up in August with market
leaders from our recommendations in the pages that follow.

The Prospects Portfolio
If 2018 looked unhappy for investors, those of you who have followed our Prospects Portfolio
have little to complain about. The graph below emphasises how the portfolio has risen steadily
since inception at better than compound 18.5 percent annually while ShareFinder’s projection
in red suggests that healthy growth is likely to continue into the new year. A brief retraction to
the trend line appears possible in the short-term but the projection remains well above its trend
line.

Since the inception of the portfolio in January 2011 when we invested R1-million, the total val-

ue has grown to R3.62-million.
As I noted last month, with the exception of Advtech, all
13 shares in the portfolio are doing well with dividends
growing at 56.3 percent annually. Last month I noted
ShareFinder’s projection that Advertech was likely to
enter a rising trend. The company has since released
its latest preliminary audited results for the year ended
31 December 2018 with revenue up 11% Operating
profit up14% Normalised earnings per share up 8%
and dividends per share for the year at 30 cents compared with 24 last year.
As I predicted, the share price has accordingly begun
rising and so there should be no reason to consider
selling the shares. I am accordingly content to hold all
the portfolio for the foreseeable future.

In the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should form the bulk
of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in your portfolios
that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists.
The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment grade quality, their
very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers significantly higher
dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
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